## Anbieter

| Jobtyp       | Kinderbetreuung |

## Angebot

| Titel           | babysitter       |

| Einsatzort und Kontakt | 21107 hamburg wilhelmsburg |

| Vergütung | 15€/h |

## Beschreibung

We are looking for an experienced friendly and reliable English native nanny/babysitter/assistant to not only play with charming little Charlotte (27 months) but also help us with chores around the house, mostly to prep healthy meals and fight chaos (you don’t need to know how to cook, but it would help if you were curious about nutrition :) and eventually accompany us on trips.

Empathy, respect and kindness need to be natural to you, and obviously you can expect the same from us.

2-10 hours/week are possible since we’re open to hiring more than one person. In the initial phase, we would like you to be available once or twice a week, after that, we would ask you to support us as needed and as it fits with your schedule.

This is a long-term position and bonding is key, so a student or PhD candidate planning to keep the position for the duration of their studies would be ever so welcome.

Oh, and we have a little dog, too 😊

Wir suchen noch einen erfahrenen, freundlichen und offenen Babysitter, meine bezaubernde Tochter ist 2,5 und auf einen kleinen Hund solltest Du auch gefasst sein.

## Anforderungsprofil

*****considering the circumstances******,

please apply with an honest notion as to whether you’re looking to abridge the time until corona measures let you go back to normal or for afterwards and onwards. Since our former babysitter went to her homecountry (in order not to be locked down here) we are looking for both and it doesn’t need to be in the same person. So if you don’t want to travel across town now but are looking for a long term position after the lock down, do apply for then.

## Kontakt

| Ansprechpartner | Florence |

| E-Mail          | florencee@hotmail.de |
Link zu dieser Stellenanzeige: https://www.stellenwerk-hamburg.de/jobboerse/kinderbetreuung-babysitter-hamburg-wilhelmsburg-hh-2020-04-06-307853

Bitte beziehen Sie sich in Ihrer Bewerbung auf https://www.stellenwerk-hamburg.de/